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1 Introduction

This paper investigates the integration of the employee timetabling and production
scheduling problems. At the �rst level, we have to manage a classical employee timetabling
problem. At the second level, we aim at supplying a feasible production schedule for a
job-shop scheduling problem (NP-hard problem). Instead of using a hierarchical approach
as in the current practice, we here integrate the two decision stages and propose two exact
methods for solving the resulting problem. The former is similar to the cut generation
algorithm proposed in (Guyon O. et. al. 2010) for a problem integrating a classical employee
timetabling problem and a polynomially solvable production scheduling problem. The latter
is based on a Branch-And-Cut process that exploits the same feasibility cuts than the
�rst approach. Preliminar experimental results on instances proposed in (Artigues C. et.
al. 2009) reveal a real interest for the approaches described here.

2 A model for an integrated employee timetabling and job-shop scheduling

problem

2.1 Problem description

We consider the production of a set J of n jobs on a set M of m machines. Each job
i is made of a chain of operations {Oij}j=1,...,m. Operation Oij is de�ned by its assigned
machine mij ∈ M and its duration pij ∈ N∗. The duration of the operation of job i
on machine k is denoted ρik. Operations are not interruptible and require during their
processing one employee e quali�ed to use machine k. E denotes the set of the µ employees
and Ae the set of machines employee e is able to control.

Employees work under a three-shift system. The timetabling horizon H = σ×π is thus
de�ned over a set S of σ consecutive shifts s which have the same duration time π.

Employee e is assumed to be available for a subset of shifts Te. Each employee is
furthermore assumed to work at most one shift during each gliding window of three shifts
(regulation constraints). The cost of assigning employee e to machine k during shift s is
denoted ceks.

Solving the problem lies in assigning at minimum cost employees to both machines and
shifts in order to be able to provide a feasible production plan, i.e. a schedule for which all
operations are completed before a given scheduling completion time Cmax ≤ H.
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2.2 MIP formulation

xeks and yikt are binary decision variables respectively equal to 1 if employee e is
assigned to machine k during shift s and if job i starts to be processed on machine k at
time instant t.

Using variables and notations mentioned above, a MIP formulation [P ] of the problem
can hence be proposed as follows:

Objective function:

[P ] : minΘ =
∑
e∈E

∑
k∈Ae

∑
s∈Te

ceks · xeks (1)

Employee timetabling speci�c constraints:∑
k/∈Ae

σ∑
s=0

xeks = 0 e = 1, . . . , µ (2)

∑
k∈Ae

∑
s/∈Te

xeks = 0 e = 1, . . . , µ (3)

∑
k∈Ae

(xeks + xek(s+1) + xek(s+2)) ≤ 1 e = 1, . . . , µ s = 0, . . . , σ − 2 (4)

xeks ∈ {0, 1} e = 1, . . . , µ k = 1, . . . ,m s = 0, . . . , σ (5)

For the employee timetabling part, constraints (2) and (3) respectively �x assignment
variables x to 0 because of the lack of a skill for an employee and his unavailability dur-
ing some shifts. Following constraints (4) are regulation constraints that state that each
employee can work at most one shift during each gliding window of three shifts.

Job-shop speci�c constraints:

dik−ρik∑
t=0

t · yikt + ρik ≤ Cmax i = 1, . . . , n k = mim (6)

dik−ρik∑
t=rik

yikt = 1 i = 1, . . . , n k = 1, . . . ,m (7)

rik∑
t=0

yikt +
Cmax∑

t=dik−ρik+1

yikt = 0 i = 1, . . . , n k = 1, . . . ,m (8)

t∑
u=rik+ρik

yilu −
t−ρik∑
u=rik

yiku ≤ 0 i = 1, . . . , n j = 1, . . . ,m− 1

k = mij l = mi(j+1)

t = ρik + pik, . . . , dil − ρil (9)
n∑
i=1

min(dik−ρik,t)∑
u=max(rik,t−ρik+1)

yiku ≤ 1 k = 1, . . . ,m t = 0, . . . , Cmax (10)

yikt ∈ {0, 1} i = 1, . . . , n k = 1, . . . ,m t = 0, . . . , Cmax (11)

where rik and dik are the respective earliest starting time and the due date of operation
of job i on machine k. They are computed in a pre-processing stage with the recursive
equations (12) and (13).
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{
rik = 0 i = 1, . . . , n k = mi1

ril = rik + ρik i = 1, . . . , n j = 1, . . . ,m− 1 k = mij l = mi(j+1)
(12){

dik = Cmax i = 1, . . . , n k = mim

dik = dil − ρil i = 1, . . . , n j = 1, . . . ,m− 1 k = mij l = mi(j+1)
(13)

For the job-shop part, constraints (6) ensure all jobs to be completed before the schedul-
ing completion time Cmax. Each operation has to be processed within its time window
(7)-(8) and cannot start before the completion of its job predecessor (9). At most one
operation can be processed on a given machine at each time instant (10).

Coupling constraints:

n∑
i=1

min(dik−ρik,t)∑
u=max(rik,t−ρik+1)

yiku ≤
∑
e∈E

xeks k = 1, . . . ,m t = 0, . . . , Cmax s = bt/πc (14)

Coupling constraints (14) compel that an employee is working on any machine and for
any instant an operation is being executed.

3 Cut generation process

Due to its intrinsic two-decision-stage structure, it seems quite natural to investigate a
decomposition method for solving problem [P ]. We propose here to adapt the cut gener-
ation algorithm proposed in (Guyon O. et. al. 2010) in order to solve [P ]. In their paper,
the authors propose a speci�c cut decomposition and cut generation process to solve a
problem integrating a classical employee timetabling problem and a polynomially solvable
production scheduling problem.

We thus also exploit here the splitting of the overall problem into two sub-problems.
A master problem [ETP ] �rst �nds a solution for the employee timetabling part of the
problem. Using this solution as an entry, a satellite sub-problem [JobShop] then checks if
a feasible job-shop schedule verifying the human resources de�ned by the current solution
exists. If no schedule can be found, a valid cut is generated in order to invalide the current
solution for [ETP ]. The process then iterates until the minimum cost solution for the
master problem [ETP ] leads to get a feasible production schedule for [JobShop].

Master problem [ETP ] can be formalized as follows:

[ETP ] : minΘ =
∑
e∈E

∑
k∈Ae

∑
s∈Te

ceks · xeks

s.t. (2) - (5)
Cut

where Cut is the set of feasibility cuts iteratively added to the model. They invalidate
solutions that are not feasible according to the whole set of constraints of [P ].

Let us assume a �xed vector x̄ as an optimal solution for [ETP ]. We have to check
whether x̄ is feasible with regards to the other constraints of [P ]. We thus introduce the
satellite sub-problem [JobShopx̄]:

[JobShopx̄] Does a feasible schedule exist satisfying:

(6) - (11)
n∑
i=1

min(dik−ρik,t)∑
u=max(rik,t−ρik+1)

yiku ≤
∑
e∈E

x̄eks k = 1, . . . ,m t = 0, . . . , Cmax s = bt/πc
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[JobShopx̄] can be rewritten as a classical job-shop scheduling problem and solved by
the branch-and-bound algorithm described in (Carlier J. et. al. 2004). If [JobShopx̄] is
feasible, x̄ is a feasible and optimal solution for [P ]. Otherwise, the valid cut (15) is added
to the set Cut of [ETP ]

µ∑
e=1

∑
k∈Ae

∑
s∈Te

αks · xeks ≥ 1 (15)

where αks = 1 if
∑µ
e=1 x̄eks = 0, 0 otherwise.

Process iterates, in a �nite number of steps, until the optimal solution x̄ for [ETP ] is
proved to be a feasible solution for [P ] by [JobShopx̄].

4 Branch-And-Cut algorithm

An alternative exact approach for solving problem [P ] has been experimented. As the
cut generation process de�ned above, it exploits the decomposition of [P ] into the two
sub-problems [ETP ] and [JobShop]. The way of �nding feasible solutions for the employee
timetabling part of the problem however di�ers here. Instead of de�ning a complete assign-
ment of employees to machine and shift, we indeed propose here to use a branch-and-bound
procedure. Each node of the search tree thus de�nes a partial assignment of work on ma-
chine and shift. [ETP ] and [JobShop] are then solved in order to check if such a partial
assignment is feasible for both sub-problems. If at least one of the two sub-problems fails,
the feasibility cut (15) is added to the set Cut of [ETP ] and the current node is pruned.
Process iterates until each node of the search tree has been explored or pruned.

5 Experimental results

The two exact approaches described here have been experimented on the instances pro-
posed in (Artigues C. et. al. 2009) and on generated instances. We compared the results
of both methods with an ILP solver (ILOG Cplex) applied to the direct model [P ]. Pre-
liminary computational experiments reveal a real interest for the two methods proposed
here. The ILP solver indeed fails to �nd any solution for most of the instances whereas the
two exact approaches both have an interesting rate of success. We can specially mention
the real e�ectiveness of the Branch-And-Cut process which bene�ts from the advantages
of the direct cut generation process (i.e. the decomposition of the problem and the use of
generated feasibility cuts) without undergoing its disadvantages (i.e. a long computational
time to solve up to optimality [ETP ] at each iteration).
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